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Preliminary material in preparation for the first iteration of the informal note 
 
Summary: This session continues an earlier discussion on section F (financial, technology transfer and 
capacity-building needed and received). The early and significant point of tension followed Ecuador’s 
intervention, which gave commentary on some of the text (as “weird” or “strange”). The EU expressed 
its concern at this approach, saying that the point of this exercise isn’t to edit the text or comment on 
proposals but to ensure that the material is complete and all parties feel that their proposals are 
reflected.  
 
AOSIS and LDCs called for the inclusion of text on MPGs for support for loss and damage.  Other 
interventions called for structural and textual balance between adaptation and mitigation; balance 
between support reported and provided; and keeping financial support separate from technology 
transfer and capacity building. Several parties said that that technology transfer and capacity building 
would reflect more qualitative information, rather than quantitative. 
 
Brazil called for keeping in mind the experience with technology needs assessments.  
 
Next steps: co-facilitators will try to issue informal note ASAP provided they get remaining inputs in time 
and try to conclude by Saturday evening. There will be a slot for reactions to the informal note on 
Monday.  
 
My shorthand/acronyms:  

GROUP/COUNTRY INTERVENING ON BEHALF OF GROUP: (other group/party statements supported by 
group/country)  
CF = co-facilitator 
L&D = loss and damage 
RT = round table 
GST = global stocktake 
CB = capacity building 
TNAs = technology needs assessments 
PA = Paris Agreement 
Art = article 
Sec = section 
CBIT = Capacity Building Initiative for Transparency 
GEF = Global Environment Facility 
… = missed intervention (sorry) 

 
Continued discussion on sec F. Information on financial, technology transfer and capacity-building 
support needed and received under Articles 9–11 of the Paris Agreement 
 
G77/Philippines (Bernaditas): We’re looking at F10 of preliminary material (Information on support 
received by developing country Parties for implementation of Article 13). I already mentioned earlier 
that it’s art 10.6 on technology and this covers much ground, including ensuring balance between 
adaptation and mitigation. Have to capture that aspect, and support needed (art 9 of the Convention). 
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We have to look at environmentally sound technologies. Technology finance in the context of transfer, 
as well; the ability of the country to obtain the technology. Must be clear that we are accounting and 
reporting; it’s only finance that responds to needs identified by country themselves.  
 
AOSIS/Maldives:  We raised necessity of MPGs also covering L&D in RT and necessity of having 
element included in financial support needed/received. Not reflected in preliminary material provided. 
Will send textual proposals for consideration. 
 
EIG/Switzerland:  On Sec F, objectives/principles provides opportunity for streamlining; only for 
review sec. F2 national circumstances: our option is missing. F3, two elements missing (definitions). F4, 
many elements missing; we’ll provide them in writing. We have more detailed provisions on where we 
see info to be provided. Would like to see info provided in tabular format. Accounting towards 
achievement important amendment. F6 and F11, no further comments.  
 
LMDCs/Ecuador: While sec F clearly differentiates between what is needed and what has been 
received, you don’t have that clear differentiation in E. We would like to see that. F1, add “and needed,” 
not just “support provided.” F2, we don’t think “track needed” is the best wording. F2.3, country 
priorities not limited to NDCs. Can be presented in adaptation communication or any communication 
under art 13.10. F2.6, language awkward. F3.2, add “mobilized and needed.” F4, don’t really understand 
language. … F7 covers prior issues; room for streamlining. Either one list or get rid of list and improve 
bullets. … F11.2 and 11.3 are the kind of info that would probably better come from those kinds of 
initiatives, rather than the countries. Have additional comments for sec E and A.  
 
EU/German:  Getting really concerned; I thought our approach was to add missing elements, not a 
general round of commenting on other parties’ options and calling them “weird,” or awkward. It’s about 
getting the material complete so all parties feel their proposals are reflected in the material. Important 
to respect their proposals. We don’t comment on other’s proposals even if we don’t agree with them. 
We have to keep them intact in the way that the parties intended them. First step is getting a complete 
text where everyone feels their elements are included and we agreed to some level of streamlining but 
not yet engaging in options or negotiating text.  
 
On support needed/received, few elements to add. In same way as in the support received part, 
differentiate between financial technology transfer and CB support, we would see that applied to 
support needed under F4. Sec F5.7 includes detailed list of elements coming from EU’s submission, but 
some addition missing from list; seems a small addition but important one.  
 
AILAC/Costa Rica: Improving capacities in this area will help us for purpose of GST but to foster 
climate action at national level. Quantifying needs should be seen as investment opportunity. 
Quantification of needs a big challenge for developing countries, especially adaptation needs. (moving 
some items around between sections).  
 
BRAZIL, URUGUAY, ARGENTINA/Brazil: (G77) Not sure we share the same concerns (as the EU), 
comments on ensuring the completeness of the preliminary material means looking at what’s there and 
we shouldn’t have to try to remember who made a proposal before making recommendations.  
 
Also don’t see need for each subsection to have its own objectives and principles.   
 



Let’s keep financial matters in one section and not mixed-in with the technology transfer or capacity 
building.  
 
F6, technology; there is already some instruments (e.g. TNAs) – many of us unable to produce due to 
lack of support. Let’s take into consideration the experience of the TNAs. 
 
F7, balance between provided and received in that we have to see info that needs to be submitted by 
developing countries.  
 
Possibility of streamlined F9 sub-sec. Same problem: balance between reported and provided.  
 
US:  F2, info on national circumstances and institutional arrangements, including national 
circumstances for attraction of climate finance language. Technology transfer and CB would reflect more 
qualitative information. F6, F7, suggested looking at approaches party seeks to take. F9, info on 
approach party has taken with CB support received. F1.2 perhaps misrepresented our inputs. 
Opportunity to streamline by removing F10 and F11 because included elsewhere. 
 
China:  (G77, LMDCs) This exercise helps us explain our rationales. Areas for streamlining: merge 
“receive” sections? CB projects reported under support received section. Qualitative information. Make 
MPGs more practical. Whole section should provide maximum flexibility to developing countries. See 
some opportunities to merge F10 and F11; similar points.  
 
LDCs/Bhutan: … Lack of info that we need to provide re support needed and received in area of L&D. We 
want MPGs to cover this. Timeframe of support needed/received; should be complementary with NDC 
cycles.  We will send list of comments via email.  
 
Ecuador:  Crucial for us that all action and support that will be reported under transparency 
framework only that in respect to the implementation of the PA. Support only meant to be for the Paris 
Agreement. Our intention was to demonstrate options that weren’t clearly represented by our 
intervention; we sent our last list of comments late. 
 
Indonesia:  Need for consistency from section to section. Limited data information on support 
received. F3 and F5; add clarity regarding lack of quantitative information, so we can use qualitative 
information. Since we have gone through this entire document, before final version you can add some 
additional information at the top regarding sections (like a table of contents?).  
 
Philippines:  In the way we made the obligation in sec E clear (by developing countries from 
developed countries), that should be reflected in the heading in F. Number of CB decisions taken under 
the Convention; what there is not is support under PA for CBIT meetings. How do you capture that gap? 
Reporting info funded through the CBIT, then we are looking at a very small amount that goes through 
the GEF. Transparency framework needs modality to capture that amount. Most projects from 
multilateral institutions have co-financing; usually loans contracted by developing countries. Where 
does it come from? Does it fall under here? …  
 
AFRICA GROUP/South Africa: Keep separation between technology, CB, and financial support. In same 
way corresponding sections for other areas, add two sections corresponding to F10 and F11 for support 
needed by developing countries and building of transparency related reporting. 
 



EGYPT: (LMDCs, AFRICAN GROUP, LMDCs) Issue of support received/needed; voluntary reporting needs 
to be reflected, and related to differentiation of countries. Should not be commenting on some 
proposals, but F5 and amount of detail needed up front is kind of strange. When we had discussions 
under E, they had placeholders for SBSTA agenda items. There is interlinkage between discussions 
happening in different places and we’re not just working on transparency here away from the other 
issues.  
 
CF GAO: Taking into account comments of parties over the last three days, we will collect written 
comments and incorporate them/capture parties’ views while trying to ensure document remains 
manageable. We’ll issue CF’s informal note ASAP assuming we get input in time. Will try to conclude 
work by tomorrow evening. One time slot for reactions to informal note on Monday.  
 


